
   2 Doors Phenolic Lockers  ref. A304010974

  
Lockers made of compact boards of phenolic resins.

Highly resistant to wear and ideal for applications with a high level
of use and frequent cleaning.

Available in widths of 300mm and 400mm and in different number
of bodies.

Select the desired width and number of bodies from the drop-
down.

     649,00 € tax excluded

   Características principales

Descripción Inicial
Nº de puertas 1
Dimensiones (mm) largo x ancho
x alto

300x500x1.800

Normativa CE

           Características ampliadas

Highly resistant to wear and ideal for applications with a high level
of use and frequent cleaning.
Available in widths of 300mm and 400mm and in different number
of bodies.
Select the desired width and number of bodies from the drop-
down.
Each box office or groups of lockers already incorporate their
150mm adjustable PVC legs and are factory assembled, although
they can be shipped for the same price disassembled.
Available in different widths. Choose in the drop-down the desired
size and the number of bodies you need (1,2,3 or 4).
Available with standard lock (with cylinder and two keys) or with
purse. Choose in the dropdown.

DOORS

The doors are made of compact phenolic resin board. It is a rigid,
resistant, water-repellent, antibacterial and suitable material for
wet areas.

The edges are rounded, the board 10 mm thick and does not
require any maintenance.

FEATURES

Manufactured in a compact panel of phenolic resins.



10 mm thick doors.
White body and doors according to options.
Fully framed perforated 3mm phenolic rear.
Slip locks with removable bulb and master key.
Adjustable PVC legs.
It has bars for hangers in aluminum with two hanger
hooks and internal trays.
Numbering plates included.
Dimensions 1800 Height x 1190 Width x 500
Background.

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

 

- Change of door color: Increase on the price / unit of 5%.

- Combination of two door colors: Increase on the price / unit of
10%.

- Combination of three door colors: Increase on the price / unit of
15%.

- Combination of four door colors: Increase on the price / unit of
20%.

- Other combinations: Consult.

- Body color change: Price increase / unit of 10%

- Combination of side color and trim: Increase on the price of the
side of the trim of 10%.

- Change of color of the door and the body: Increase on the price /
unit of 15%.

-Antibacterial paint: Increase of 5% of the price / unit.

** Color change from 10 units, less units consult.

* For any questions or queries or do not need to know more
information about legs, baseboards, roofs or accessories contact
us.
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